ABSTRACT. A linear lattice is one representable by commuting equivalence relations. We construct a sequence of finite lattices A n (n > 3) with the properties: (i) A n is not linear, (ii) every proper sublattice of A n is linear, and (iii) any set of generators for A n has at least n elements. In particular, A n is then Arguesian for n > 7. This settles a question raised in 1953 by Jónsson.
Introduction.
A lattice L is linear if it is representable by commuting equivalence relations. Jónsson [6] showed that any such lattice is Arguesian. Numerous equivalent forms of the Arguesian law are now known; it is a strong condition with important applications in coordinatization theory [1, 2] . Nevertheless, the question raised by Jónsson, whether every Arguesian lattice is linear, has remained open until now.
Here we describe an infinite family {A n } (n > 3) of nonlinear lattices, Arguesian for n > 7 (and possibly for n > 4), settling Jonsson's question in the negative. Actually, we obtain more: a specific infinite sequence of identities strictly between Arguesian and linear, and a proof that the universal Horn theory of linear lattices is not finitely based.
The lattices
In what follows, all indices are modulo n, i.e., Xi+i means xo when i -n -1, etc. Let L n be the lattice of all subspaces of a vector space v (dim v = 2n) over a prime field K with at least 3 elements. Let {ao,...,a n _i,/%,... ,/? n -i} be a basis of v. Let 
where
A n C L n is a sublattice; the intervals in the union (2) are its maximal complemented intervals, or blocks; they are the blocks of a tolerance relation on A n [5] ; as such, the set S of blocks acquires a lattice structure; specifically, 
THEOREM. A n is not a linear lattice.
PROOF. In [3] , the author introduced "higher Arguesian identities" It follows that A n has a sublattice isomorphic to iV, so N is linear.
THEOREM. If X C A n generates A n , then \X\ > n.
PROOF. For each j, 0s U Is U (J»^ a i U Ui^ &* i s a sublattice of A n because {0s, lg} U {ai, b{\ i 7^ j} is a sublattice of S. For each j, therefore, some Xj G X is an element of aj U bj and not an element of any other block. This requires n distinct elements of X.
Conclusions.
The results of §3 imply that no finite set of identities, or even universal Horn sentences, can completely characterize linearity; in particular, the Arguesian law is insufficient, since it holds in A n for n > 7. It is known, however, how to characterize linear lattices by an infinite set of universal Horn sentences [3, 7] .
If, as appears likely, the identity D n -i holds in A n (n > 4), we would have that D n -i does not imply D n , showing that {D n } forms a hierarchy of progressively strictly stronger linear lattice identities. We remark that generator-counting will not suffice for this, since A n has a set of generators X with \X\ = n + 3. We conjecture n + 3 is minimal, which would imply A4 is Arguesian.
